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(iOHR'OR

April 26, 1.984

"Senator Jerome Hughes'
President
Minnesota State Senate

Dear Senator Hughes:
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r am to~ay returning ~enate File 1842 to the Senate unsigned~ I
'·cast this veto for several reasons.

.; ..
First, during my campaign I. ·talked of the"importance of economic
development and said it far outweighed the importance of gun
control as an issue.' I saw no need then for ch~oges'in gun laws,
and I continue to hold that view. My action today will leave. the
laws 'as they.nqw exist. . . ~ " -...... '.

, Second, . if the .-cities of Minneapolis 'and St'.. Paul tried to impose
their regu~ations on my home community of Hibbing, I would be'
adamantly opposed. Senate File 1842 would impose unwanted new

,regulations on Mi~neapolis and St. Paul, and I oppose it just as
adama~tly. This is a diverse state with differing needs and
desires in different regions.' Those diversities must be
respected.

. . .
Third, law enforcement leaders have urged a retention of current
laws, and r respect their judgment. They are charged with
maintaining the public safety and their advice is not to be
readily ignored... '.

X want to express my respec~for those who hold vie~s different
than those I nowexpi:e~~. Supporters of this bill have provided
learned and earnest aQvice to me. and my.staff. This has not been
an easy decision, .and I recognize the deeply-held yiews on both
si-des.. '-. :.

..
In conclusLon:',"x do not support a ban on handguns (as in the··
Morton Grove, Illinois, situation). I have been assured by the
mayors of· Minneapolis and St. Paul that they have no plans to
enact such a ban~ Further I will ask the mayors to work with
their city councils to create uniform ord~nances in these
communities. This should help meet some of the objections raised
by supporters of the bill.
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Sincerely,

.r{UDY PERPICH
Governor

AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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